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About This Game

Romantic Journey is a Japanese-style visual novel game in which the protagonist, for a variety of reasons, takes a romantic
holiday trip with the ladies of the boss's family.

"Absolutely torture!" Just joined the company's protagonist, was arranged to accompany the chairman of the company's Qianjin
lady and friends to travel

Take good care of them! Any loss is not as simple as resigning! "

Obviously, the threat of the general manager is still terrible.

Trembling with fear, it seems as if it is actually not as horrible as it actually is.
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What is the story like? Come and play the game.

Romantic holiday games include:

30 minutes of the game scenario

3 female characters with different styles and different personalities

5 good romantic music
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Title: Romantic Journey
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
木子工坊
Publisher:
HongbinGame
Release Date: 9 Nov, 2018

 a09c17d780 

English,Simplified Chinese
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Just an English review. Oh boy, this is pretty vomitworthy. I am not prone to motion sickness and had to remove the headset
before it did affect me. It often takes control of the camera out of your hands, probably the easiest way to make people feel
sick. You walk using the touchpad, which while not my favourite, would be mostly fine if it didn't get repeatedly stuck and
continue walking when you aren't pressing anything.

The very first scene which has you shaking your head to move a chair didn't work at all until I hit the reset camera button.

On the plus side, it looks okay, but I didn't get to interact in detail before bailing out.. Dr.Green is a an awesome retro-styled
platformer.
Here are some pros and cons!

+Great soundtrack, you can really hear the influence
+Smooth gameplay
+Great retro art style
+Classic progression
+Not too hard or easy
+Actually good boss fights :D
+Rebindable controls
+Has the correct feel for this type of game
+controller support

-only 8 levels (I've only done the first two)
-little replayability, maybe for high scores

9\/10. This game is a wonderful sandbox to play in that encourages experimentation and creativity. It can get slightly tedious
waiting for some of the more elaborate stars to evolve, but your "star basin" will continue evolving its contents even when you
are doing other activities in the game. There are a ton of stars to discover and a lot of possibilities to create a totally unique star
basin.. The Binding of YOU is fun game that offers a challenge.. I just finished the game and have a lot on my mind about this
game.
First off, the multiplayer works, I didn't buy this game for multiplayer, didn't even know it had multiplayer until a few days
before launch, it is fast paced, hard and chaotic and it works.

Now on to the game:

Ace Combat 7 is basically a return to the style for the series after the Call of Dutyfication of series with Assault Horizon which
was not horrible in no means but was not what people wanted out of Ace Combat and while I might appreciate that they wanted
to test something different I am far more glad that they returned to the roots with 7.
It is still clear in my mind how happy I was to see a new Ace Combat trailer at PSX 2015 and so happy I was to see the sci-fie
elements back in the game front and center.
I don't tend to follow the development of games and basically jump in games completely fresh and Ace Combat 7 was no
different.
Upon launching the game I was happy to see the game starting with no hitch, recognizing my controller easily and having a
decent settings menu which all was a sign to Bandai Namco giving a damn about the port and that makes me happy.
I launched the campaign and was tossed straight into the story line.
I checked the voice acting on both japanese and english and realised that the voice acting in both was well done and decided to
pick english to have no issue following the story during the gameplay.
Story starts as one nation starts a preemptive war with another nation and you as the defending nation's pilot fly off into
missions to mount up a counter attack.
You are a silent protagonist which is, ok I guess. I never really appreciate the silent protagonist but the rest of the characters are
colorful enough to scratch my itch.
The game felt right from the very beginning.
The presentation was genuine and very familiar.
However what I ended up with the story was how it was trying to pull a Spec Ops on the player. I didn't really like the way story
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unfolded specially later on as the way the game was telling the story I expected either having branching paths, two protagonists
to play as or that the story would eventually get my character to see the war from another perspective but that was not the case.
You did see the war mostly from the Osean (defending nation) perspective and a bit from the Eusean (The aggressor)
perspective but only through the cutscenes and that was enough to make the Eusean side's motivations all the more sensible than
Osean side and with the progression of the story it only got worse as by the end of the war I was basically begging for the
protagonist to die or be captured or something to see a different outcome.
My problem was specifically with how clearly most of the time your actions (you and your squad's actions) are questionable and
portrayed as the wrong side of the story, from attacking units that had nothing to do with you, to ambushes that gain you nothing
and the story narrative it self also questioning everything about your side's agenda. There are also some plot holes that never are
followed upon.
In my opinion if such a story is about to be told you should have the ability to affect the way it is told or at least see the both side
clearly.
The story would eventually take a turn to the very expected outcomes which I saw coming from a mile away considering the
focus of the story through out the game.
Anyway that was my only problem with the story.
I loved the music and sound in this game, it was so well done that it complimented the game perfectly, the way music would get
muffled in clouds, or the tracks used for each mission and how it would kick in to higher gears as the battle would get intenser
by the minute.
It was amazing.
The visuals were killer leaving me in awe at some scenes. I also really liked how the atmosphere of each mission was created
perfectly to make that mission stand out visually and via game play. Night time missions specially were fun when you would
take a turn in darkness and not be sure if the darkness you see is the ground of sky.
The airplane models were gorgeous and detailed which made them great eye candies.
The game play was intuitive and well created and planned.
The missions changed a lot and didn't feel samey, the variation of planes and weapons also made your approach different in
each mission each time.
I give this game a 9 out of 10, if only the storytelling was done differently I would easily give this a 10 out 10.
ACE COMBAT 7 Skies Unknown is an amazing game with a really good story to tell, I just am really picky with my stories I
guess.
I would recommend this game to any Ace Combat fan and anyone looking for a great fun time.

*First impression review*
People are review bombing this game because of a known bug that the team behind the game already know about and are trying
to fix.
What bug you wonder? A game breaking one?
Maybe saves delete?
Or maybe the game does not load?`
No, their HOTAS doesn't work...People using HOTAS on an Arcade shooter in the first place is a joke but now they are crying
like little brats.
Whatever helps you emasculated little babies to sleep better I guess.

Anyway
Thanks team Ace for Ace 7 and more importantly the PC port.. Amazingly fun game funny and very fun to play i would
reccomend this game but only problem is no one is really on it, if it had more players would be super fun
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More JEW's songs in Rocksmith!. A better rpg than Dragon age 2.. I played this 4 years ago and many times after that and it still
is one of (if not the first) my favorite games. It's beautiful and sad and has great music, is there more you can ask?
Everyone should play this, rly. Awsome game. Chronicles of the Witches and Warlocks is a nice family friendly H.O. Game..
..provided you're aware of the game's fatal bugs and manage to avoid them.
There is a guide giving precious tips on the subject. I strongly recommend to read what it says on the bugs subject if you plan to
play this game and read it before playing, preferably ;). Besides several bugs\/glitches which might result in slowing a bit your
gameplay, there are at least 2 bugs preventing the player from going further in the story. You're definitely stuck if so. But it's
possible to avoid them.
It's sad to see those bugs were reported long ago but never fixed.
Apart from that, if you're aware, Chronicles of the Witches and Warlocks is a fair and nice HOG.
The graphics are rather beautiful. The music is calm.
It's worth a try.
It's quite short though and it has little replayability value (all achievements can be triggered within a single playthrough), so I
recommend to get it while on sale.. I have just come back to this route and was enjoying the first of the Career Scenarios, up
there in the Highlands.
It is far better looking scenery than I realised.. This game is great, but it's also really short.
I would love to see some additional content.
It's a very relaxing and enjoyable experience.
You can definitely spend a lot of time with it.
Therefore: I have to give it A Positive Review.
A very beautiful game with a really low price.
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